
Condo Control Central

Related Feature Change Type Ref # Release Notes

Bug Fix DEV‐581 When booking an amenity on a computer with a small screen, the next step in the booking 
process may not be visible after you click "Next". To fix this, the system will now scroll to the top 
of the page when you move between steps to ensure the next step is always visible.

Bug Fix DEV‐585 While booking an amenity, the "payment details" page had some minor formatting issues for 
amenities without custom payment instructions.

Bug Fix DEV‐601 When booking an amenity where the start time has already passed, the system would 
sometimes incorrectly show a message saying "the amenity has a lead time of 0 minutes". This 
has been fixed.

Customer Request DEV‐572 When revising an amenity booking as an administrator, you can now edit the comments 
attached to the booking.

Bug Fix DEV‐554 When saving a new security log or incident report in Firefox, sometimes the user would be 
required to click "Save" twice for the click to be registered.

Bug Fix DEV‐588 When creating a new authorization, leaving the "authorized by" field blank would cause an error.

Bug Fix DEV‐600 In the March release of Condo Control Central, the "package" icon will be released from the 
android application. In this release, we have added text explaining the preferred way to release 
packages using the system.

Customer Request DEV‐548 Based on customer feedback, the system will no longer prompt for a signature when registering 
a visitor.

Customer Request DEV‐562 Based on customer feedback, we have made a number of changes to the way security guards' 
daily reports work. First, security guard shift start times are estimated more accurately. Second, 
the "Relieved" and "Relieved by" fields are now optional to accommodate scenarios where the 
building does not have 24-hour security. Third, during a shift, the security guard can revise the 
end time of their shift. Finally, security guards now have a grace period after the end of their shift 
to ensure they can edit and finalize their daily report.

The following changes were released to the live system on January 31, 2014.  Please review the below release notes carefully as some changes 
impact the way the system works. If you have any questions or need clarification on any of the changes, please contact support at 416-961-7884, 
option 2, or email us at contact@condocontrolcentral.com.
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Customer Request DEV‐564 When starting a new shift, security guards are now shown any planned amenity bookings for the 
day, as well as a summary of any keys that are currently checked out.

Bug Fix DEV‐587 When reassigning a service to an assignee who is not a property manager or board member, 
they would not receive an email notification of the reassignment.

Bug Fix DEV‐602 Under certain circumstances, when a service request was assigned to a non-administrator they 
could not view the request. This has been fixed.

Bug Fix DEV‐610 When running the service request report, the date and time of the latest service request would 
show up incorrectly.

Bug Fix DEV‐563 When navigating the unit file, the system would not preserve what page you are on after moving 
away from the list page.

Bug Fix DEV‐576 Based on customer feedback, the unit file "Header" information (off-site address, temporary 
passwords, etc) are now hidden for users who cannot edit the unit file (e.g., typically security 
guards).

Bug Fix DEV‐580 When editing a vehicle or parking permit, some vehicle makes were not in alphabetical order.

Bug Fix DEV‐603 When editing a vehicle's details, if you entered a long value for the "colour" field the system 
would generate an error.

Customer Request DEV‐565 Based on customer feedback, we have merged the "Units" and "Users" list pages in the unit file 
so that the information is now shown (and searchable) from a single page. We have also made 
changes to improve search speed on this page.

Bug Fix DEV‐569 Under certain conditions, a user may encounter an error while setting their password during the 
initial registration process.
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